Cover Sailors in this cabin for $58 per person.
Voyage Protection
Always wear sunscreen. Always pack a spare pair of underwear. Always travel protected. The
Virgin Voyages Protection Plan helps give you and your fellow sailors some peace of mind
against unexpected circumstances and emergencies. So you can focus on the important things
(that sunrise won't watch itself, after all).
Voyage Protection:
Trip Cancellation
100% of Trip Cost (max: $20,000)
●
●
●
●
●
●

Covered Reasons Include:
Sickness, injury, or death of a participating traveler or a participating traveler's family
member prior to departure on a covered trip
A participating traveler's involvement in a traffic accident, en route to departure, that
causes the traveler to miss the voyage
A participating traveler's home is made uninhabitable by a natural disaster such as fire,
flood, earthquake, hurricane or volcano
A participating traveler, who is military, police or fire personnel, is called into an
emergency service to provide aid or relief for a natural disaster
A participating traveler is hijacked, quarantined, required to serve on a jury, or served
with a court order to appear as a witness in a legal action

Trip Interruption:
100% of Trip Cost (max: $20,000)
Cover Reasons Include:
●
●
●
●
●

Sickness, injury, or death of a participating traveler or a participating traveler's family
member while on a protected trip
A participating traveler's involvement in a traffic accident, en route to a point of
departure, that causes the traveler to miss the voyage
A participating traveler's home is made uninhabitable by a natural disaster such as fire,
flood, earthquake, hurricane or volcano
A participating traveler, who is military, police or fire personnel, is called into an
emergency service to provide aid or relief for a natural disaster
A participating traveler is hijacked, quarantined, required to serve on a jury, or served
with a court order to appear as a witness in a legal action.

Trip Delay
$500 ($150 per day)

Reimburse for expenses incurred if a participating traveler is delayed en route to, during or
returning from a protected trip. Protected items include additional transportation costs, lodging
and meals.
Accident & Sickness Medical Expense
$10,000 (excess)
Reimbursement if a participating traveler gets sick or hurt on their trip. Covered expenses
include medical services, hospitals and local transportation.
Emergency Evacuation and Repatriation
$25,000 protection
if a participating traveler needs emergency medical transportation
Baggage & Personal Effects
$1,000 Reimbursement
if things are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed.
Baggage Delay
$500
Reimbursement for the purchase of necessary items if a participating travelers’ bags are
delayed for 24+ hours.
Protected items include cost of clothing and personal items.
Worldwide Assistance Services - Non-insurance services provided by LiveTravel
24/7
CareFree Travel Assistance™ (such as, travel arrangements, pre-trip information and
multilingual translation and interpretation services) Medical Assistance (such as, referrals to
local medical or dental providers, prescription drug replacement, replacement eyeglasses &
contact lenses), Emergency Services (such as, emergency medical and dental assistance, legal
assistance and family travel arrangements)

